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Dear Colleagues,
I am happy to invite you to the Meffert Implant Institute Bone Tissue Symposium, which will be organized in Antalya, one of
the world's favorite scientific meeting and holiday centers, between October 14-17, 2021. We are happy to organize our
symposium, where competent speakers from different countries of the world will provide important information regarding
dental implantology, on behalf of Prof. Dr. Kenan Eratalay, our Honorary President of our Institute, ensuring the development and advancement of implantology practices with real scientific basis in Turkey.

Prof. Dr. Tolga F. Tozum
Implant Masters
Symposium
President

Our symposium is of great importance in terms of both providing scientific updates and creating a warm discussion environment. In addition to successful basic and advanced clinical implant applications as the main theme, a scientific environment
will be provided to evaluate what we should do in cases of failure. I recommend you to follow the website for updated and
detailed information.
It is one of our biggest advantages to outstay the fatigue of our symposium, which will continue throughout the day, in one of
the most popular holiday venues of Antalya after the meeting. We will be very happy to see you among us and have conversations in the autumn of 2021.
With respect and greetings,
Dear Colleagues,
As the Meffert Implant Institute, we continue our determination to continue our scientific activities, in the days we are going
through extraordinary pandemic periods. As always, the Meffert Implant Institute will appear before our colleagues in 2021
with a well-designed and scientifically satisfying community of speakers in an educational format and for anyone interested
in implantology. We all know that international meetings were canceled one after another and switched to a distance education format. As our institute, we want to hold our meetings in the old format, taking into account the health of our colleagues
as much as we can.

Prof. Dr. Aslan Y.
Gokbuget

Meffert Implant Institute
Honorary President

Implantology continues to be an extremely dynamic and open to scientific development, therefore scientific meetings are
important opportunities for our colleagues to both improve themselves and measure their level objectively.
In addition, we will have the chance to meet with our friends and their families, whom we have not seen for a long time, and
to regenerate in a holiday environment and get away from the stressful working environment.
On this occasion, I would like to express to all our colleagues that I hope to overcome this difficult pandemic period as soon
as possible and meet at our congress.
Hope to see all of our colleagues at the Implant Master Symposium of 2021, I wish everyone health and well-being ..
Kind regards,

Dear Colleagues,
On behalf of the Organization Committee, I would like to state that we will be very pleased to host you in 2021 at the Implant
Masters Symposium, which we will hold in Antalya Xanadu Hotel Belek between 14-17 October 2021, dedicated to Prof.Dr.Kenan Eratalay due to valuable studies of him to science until today.
We designed this symposium for Implant Specialists, who focused on developing techniques and sharing new approaches.
In this direction, we have made a great effort to contribute to the present and future of Implant in our conference.
We look forward to welcoming you to Antalya, with the well-known international speakers who will attend our event this year
as every year, as well as our symposium, which provides an excellent platform to establish professional and social ties or
strengthen existing ties.
Dr. Ali Arif Ozzeybek

Meffert Implant Institute
President

Best wishes,
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Prof. Dr. Aslan Gokbuget & Prof. Dr. Tolga F. Tozun & Prof. Dr. George Romanous & Dr. Ali Arif Ozzeybek
Prof. Dr. Luca de Stavola & Prof. Dr. Sonia Leziy & Prof. Dr. Bach Lee & Prof. Dr. Marco Esposito
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Dr. Sonay Gokhan & Dr. Ekin Yapici & Dr. Ebru Erşan
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Sponsorships
DIAMOND 1 SPONSORSHIP

Within the scope of sponsorship;

71.250 EUR*

1. 5 unit stand area right: 20 m2 corporate stand, visuals like spider stand, roll-up etc. can be used.
2. "High Class All Inclusive" accommodation for 150 people in 75 double rooms will be granted.
3. The right to use the logo will be granted in all hard and soft copy brochures within the scope of Implant Masters Symposium 21, in digital areas and in visual areas which are
deemed appropriate such as stage, banner etc. prepared within the scope of the event .
4.On Thursday, October 14, 2021, the registration day of the Symposium, the sponsor will be given the right to hold a workshop for 30-50 people between 14:00 and 16:00, free
of charge, in the hall reserved for the sponsor company.
5. Accommodation in double rooms will be in the form of 2 Dentists or Dentist + Accompanying Person.

DIAMOND 2 SPONSORSHIP

Within the scope of sponsorship;

50.000 EUR*

1. 4 unit stand area right: 14 m2 corporate stand, visuals like spider stand, roll-up etc. can be used.
2. "High Class All Inclusive" accommodation for 100 people in 50 double rooms will be granted.
3. The right to use the logo will be granted in all hard and soft copy brochures within the scopeof Implant Masters Symposium 21, in digital areas and in visual areas which are
deemed appropriate such as stage, banner etc. prepared within the scope of the event .
4.On Thursday, October 14, 2021, the registration day of the Symposium, the sponsor will be given the right to hold a workshop for 30-50 people between 14:00 and 16:00, free
of charge, in the hall reserved for the sponsor company.
5. Accommodation in double rooms will be in the form of 2 Dentists or Dentist + Accompanying Person.

PLATIN SPONSORSHIP

Within the scope of sponsorship;

10.500 EUR*

1. 2 unit stand area right: 12 m2 corporate stand, visuals like spider stand, roll-up etc. can be used.
2. "High Class All Inclusive" accommodation for 20 people in 10 double rooms will be granted.
3. The right to use the logo will be granted in all hard and soft copy brochures within the scope of Implant Masters Symposium 21, in digital areas and in visual areas which are
deemed appropriate such as stage, banner etc. prepared within the scope of the event .
5. Accommodation in double rooms will be in the form of 2 Dentists or Dentist + Accompanying Person.

* Prices do NOT include VAT.

Sponsorships
SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM SPONSORSHIP

Within the scope of sponsorship;

11.500 EUR*

1.The possibility to make a presentation with the physician to be determined by the sponsor company will be provided on the day and time determined by the scientific committe
in the symposium main hall.
2.All technical materials (LED screen, sound system, microphone, flipchart) to be used in the hall will be provided.
3.The right to use the logo will be granted in all hard and soft copy brochures within the scope of Implant Masters Symposium 21, in digital areas and in visual areas which are
deemed appropriate such as stage, banner etc. prepared within the scope of the event .
4.The company logo and workshop training program will be shared in the Symposium Scientific Program.
5. "High Class All Inclusive" accommodation for 2 people in a double room will be granted.
6. Accommodation in double rooms will be in the form of 2 Dentists or Dentist + Accompanying Person.

WORKSHOP SPONSORSHIP

Within the scope of sponsorship;

6.000 EUR*

1. On Thursday, October 14, 2021, the registration day of the Symposium, the sponsor will be given the right to hold a workshop for 30-50 people between 14:00 and 16:00, free
of charge, in the hall reserved for the sponsor company.
2. All technical materials to be used in the hall (LED screen, sound system, microphone, flipchart) will be provided. If simultaneous translation and coffee break services are
requested, they will be charged separately.
3. The right to use the logo will be granted in all hard and soft copy brochures within the scope of Implant Masters Symposium 21, in digital areas and in visual areas which are
deemed appropriate such as stage, banner etc. prepared within the scope of the event. The company logo and workshop training program will be shared in the Symposium
Scientific Program.
4."High Class All Inclusive" accommodation for 2 people in 1 Double room will be granted.
5. Accommodation in double rooms will be in the form of 2 Dentists or Dentist + Accompanying Person.

GOLD SPONSORSHIP

Within the scope of sponsorship;

6.600 EUR*

1. 1 unit stand area right: 9 m2 corporate stand, visuals like spider stand, roll-up etc. can be used.
2. "High Class All Inclusive" accommodation for 12 people in 6 Double room will be granted.
3. The right to use the logo will be granted in all hard and soft copy brochures within the scope of Implant Masters Symposium 21, in digital areas and in visual areas which are
deemed appropriate such as stage, banner etc. prepared within the scope of the event.
4. Accommodation in double rooms will be in the form of 2 Dentists or Dentist + Accompanying Person.

* Prices do NOT include VAT.

Sponsorships
BAG SPONSORSHIP

3.000 EUR*

Company logo will be used on the inside of the congress bag that will be given to all participants during the registration process.
The company will prepare a congress bag as much as the number of participants and distribute it to the participants and the company's promotional products can be included in
the bag.
* Can only be selected by non-implant company sponsors.

BADGE SPONSORSHIP

Within the scope of sponsorship;

2.500 EUR*

1. 1 unit stand area right: 6 m2 corporate stand, visuals like spider stand, roll-up etc. can be used.
2. "High Class All Inclusive" accommodation for 2 people in 1 Double room will be granted.
3. The right to use the logo will be granted in all hard and soft copy brochures within the scope of Implant Masters Symposium 21,
in digital areas and in visual areas which are deemed appropriate such as stage, banner etc. prepared within the scope of the event .
4. Accommodation in double rooms will be in the form of 2 Dentists or Dentist + Accompanying Person.

BADGE SPONSORSHIP

Company / product logo will be used on the name badge and cord to be given to all participants during the registration process.
During the symposium, only one company can have the Name Badge Sponsors.
* Can only be selected by non-implant company sponsors.

2.300 EUR*

POCKET PROGRAM SPONSORSHIP

Company / product logo will be used in the pocket program that will be given to all participants during the registration process.
During the symposium, only one company can be a Pocket Program Sponsor.
* Can only be selected by non-implant company sponsors.

2.300 EUR*

LOGO SPONSORSHIP

Company logo will be used in all visuals for the congress.
* Can only be selected by non-implant company sponsors.

* Prices do NOT include VAT.

2.300 EUR*

Sponsorship Form
SPONSORSHIP DETAILS

COMPANY INFORMATION
Company Name
Address
City
Country
Telephone
E-mail
Contact Person
E-mail
Telephone

……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………
……………………………………

# Sponsorship Type
1 …………………
2 …………………
3 …………………
TOTAL

Amount
………… EUR
………… EUR
………… EUR
………… EUR
Date
SIGNATURE

Dear Sponsor, please fill and sign this form completely and send it to the Sponsorship Secretariat via e-mail.
HOW TO BOOK?
Please, upon completion of the sponsorship form, send the form along with the vector logo of your company to the Sponsorship Secretariat to be used in visual materials. Ethiccon
Congress & Event Company will return to you with the approval of your sponsorship, as the submitted forms are made on a first come, first served basis. With the positive result
of the sponsorship application, the prepayment must be made within 7 working days. Reservations are confirmed only upon receipt of the relevant down payment.
TERMS OF PAYMENT
The Sponsorship Secretariat shall have the right to cancel the reservations if payment is not received within the specified period. All payments made until this time will be canceled.
Payments can be made by bank transfer. All sponsorship fees specified here will be deposited into the bank account of the Sponsorship Secretariat.
CANCELLATION POLICY
All cancellations must be made in writing to the Sponsorship Secretariat by the sponsor's official contact person.
• If cancellation is made before May 1, 2021, the organizers will retain 10% of the agreed sponsorship fees.
• If cancellations are made between 1 May 2021 and 1 August 2021, the organizers will receive 50% of the agreed sponsorship fees.
• All cancellations made after 1 August 2021 are subject to full payment and shall not be refunded.
SPONSORSHIP SECRETARIAT
ETIK KONGRE ORGANNİZASYON EĞİT. VE DAN. SAN. TİC. LTD. ŞTİ.
Küçükbakkalköy Mahallesi Dereboyu Caddesi
Brandium AVM - R5 Blok, No: 3/A, Kat: 3, Daire: 22,
34750 Ataşehir - İstanbul / TÜRKİYE
BANK INFORMATION
Name of the Account ETIK KONGRE ORG. EGIT. VE DAN. SAN. TIC. LTD. STI
Name of the Bank AKBANK T. A. S.
Name of the Branch 767 / ATASEHİR
IBAN EUR
TR62 0004 6007 6703 6000 0847 02
IBAN TRY
TR71 0004 6007 6788 8000 0847 69

Selen Sipahi
Ethiccon Congress Manager
selen.sipahi@ethiccon.com
+90 532 062 12 66

Adem Şahin
On behalf of Meffert Implant Institute
adem@meffertimplant.com
+90 541 427 36 31
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Organization Secretariat
Küçükbakkalköy Mah. Dereboyu Cad. No: 3/A
Brandium Avm R5 Blok Daire: 22 Ataşehir / İSTANBUL

Etik Kongre Organizasyon Eğitim ve
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